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                        PRM/KA/RERA/1251/310/PR/180122/004645
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	 Parkwest - Pine - Tower 9: PRM/KA/RERA/1251/310/PR/210216/003899
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	 PARKWEST - OAK - TOWER 10 - PRM/KA/RERA/1251/310/PR/210216/003900
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	 For more details, visit: https://rera.karnataka.gov.in
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                CHOOSE YOUR REASON

                    TO LIVE WITH LUXURY

                

                


            

            
                
                    Shapoorji Pallonji presents Parkwest 2.0 - part of one of the largest luxury residential
                    developments in Central Bengaluru. This address combines a perfect blend of functionality, brilliant
                    design, and abundant enthralling amenities.


                    The lush green spaces define a new balance of indulging in an ultra-modern lifestyle amidst nature.
                    A new clubhouse provides a personal retreat designed for comfort, luxury, and relaxation along with
                    the pristine view of nature all around it. Step into this world of privileges, harmonized with
                    nature and, above all, providing a superior way of life.
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                            150+ years old legacy of excellent construction
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                            Part of a ~46 acres (1,86,155 sq. m.) development 
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                            75% of open space in the overall development.
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                            700+ Happy families have chosen us.
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                            Capacious open 
spaces
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                            Preserved Tree 
Plantation
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                            Revitalizing Open 
Parks

                        

                    



                    


                



            

        

    
    
    
    

    

    

    

    


    

    
        
            Configurations

            

            
                
                    

                        
                        
                            

                            
                            

                            
                                	CONFIGURATION	RERA SBA	PRICE
	2.5 BHK
                                            	SQ.MT - 147.53
                                            	SQ.FT. - 1588
                                            	
                                                    click here
	3 BHK

                                            	SQ.MT - 178.47
                                            	SQ.FT. - 1921
                                            	
                                                    click here



                            



                        


                    

                

            

        

    

    


    
    




    

        
            
                Amenities
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                                        Actual Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Phenomenal Grand Entrance
                                            

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Make a grand entrance to a well-guarded and secured
                                                        community, unfolding the landscape of vast greenery
                                                        and providing the luxury of an aspirational lifestyle.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             ClubHouse
                                            

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Modern amenities manifested
                                                        across an expansive landscape,
                                                        presenting a new Clubhouse.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Visitor’s Parking

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        With parking spaces for your friends and family, encourage them
                                                        to
                                                        reach on time before the spaces get occupied by others.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Majestic Drop Off Plaza

                                            

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Set foot into an elegant lifestyle through the
                                                        majestic entrances of beautifully designed
                                                        plazas below each tower.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Specified Vehicle-Free Area
                                            

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Discover safety of your kids, kept safe with elegantly designed
                                                        large vehicle-free areas, letting you enjoy activities with
                                                        peace of
                                                        mind
                                                        and without any worries.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Kinetic Playground

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Bringing you playgrounds, lled with kinetic equipment
                                                        where kids can enjoy in new and exciting ways while
                                                        getting smarter and stronger.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Breathing Towers

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Presenting a modern architectural design which facilitates
                                                        ventilation
                                                        through the
                                                        core of the tower, ventilating hot air while bringing in the
                                                        cool
                                                        breeze
                                                        to every door.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Multi-purpose Play Courts

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        About time to include a tness regimen in your lifestyle with the
                                                        convenience of our all-round play court,
                                                        big enough for sport enthusiasts.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Towers Inspired By Nature

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        Decode the beauty of nature in the design of our towers
                                                        which are inspired by the structure of a tree.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                             Dedicated Ladies Pool

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        We respect your privacy, and bring you an elegant &
                                                        exclusive swimming pool for women.
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                                        Representative Image

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Exclusive Pet Park

                                            

                                            
                                                	
                                                        
                                                        A distinct park dedicated for your pets where you can play with
                                                        them while they enjoy nature to the fullest.


                                                    


                                            


                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            


            
                And much more...
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                                Indoor Games Room
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                                Meditation/Yoga Center
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                                Multi-Purpose Hall
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                                Dedicated Ladies Pool

                            

                        

                    


                


                
            

            
        

    

    
        

        
            TAKE A TOUR
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                                     Educational Institutes

                                

                                
                                    Venkat International Public School
                                         ~3 km 
                                    

                                    St. Joseph's High School
                                         ~4.5 km
                                    


                                    Seshadripuram College
                                         ~4.6 km
                                        
                                    

                                    KLE Society
                                        ~5 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Bishop Cotton Girls' School
                                         ~5.4 km
                                        
                                    

                                    MES Institutions
                                         ~5.6 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Mount Carmel College
                                        ~5.7 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Bishop Cotton Boys School
                                         ~5.7 km
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                                     Hospitals 

                                


                                
                                    Kempegowda Institute of Medical Sciences
                                         ~2.6 km 
                                    

                                    Kanva Diagnostic Hospital
                                         ~3.6 km
                                    

                                    Suguna Hospital
                                         ~3.6 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Apollo Hospital
                                         ~4.8 km
                                        
                                    


                                    Vikram Hospital
                                         ~6.1 km
                                        
                                    


                                    Fortis Hospital
                                         ~7 km
                                        
                                    


                                    Columbia Asia
                                         ~7.2 km
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                                     Retail Malls & Multiplexes 

                                


                                
                                    ETA Mall
                                         ~300 m 
                                    

                                    Metro - Cash & Carry
                                         ~300 m
                                    


                                    GT Mall
                                         ~2.8 km
                                    

                                    Mantri Square Mall
                                         ~4.2 km
                                    

                                    UB City Mall
                                         ~6.1 km
                                    

                                    Orion Mall
                                         ~7.6 km
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                                     Entertainment & Sports 

                                


                                
                                    Decathlon
                                         ~300 m
                                    

                                    Visvesvaraya Museum
                                         ~4.7 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Bangalore Golf Club
                                         ~5 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Bangalore Turf Club - Race Course -
                                         ~5.3 km
                                        
                                    

                                    Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium
                                         ~5.4 km
                                        
                                    

                                    MG Road
                                         ~6.4 km
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                            Since 1865, Shapoorji Pallonji has been committed to creating iconic structures and
                            providing
                            cutting-edge solutions, using what it knows best: Engineering.
                            The group that operates in 6 major business areas, has been creating landmarks in more than
                            60
                            countries, delivering on its values and commitment in every project.
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                            Group Companies
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                            Employees
                        

                    

                

            

            
        

    

    

    
        

            
                
                    Site Office:

                    
                        PARKWEST NO - 1/1, HOSAKERE ROAD WARD NO 121, BINNYFIELDS BINNYPET, BENGALURU - 560 023


                    

                

                
                    Head Office:

                    
                        Shapoorji Pallonji Housing Pvt. Ltd.
SP Centre. 41/44. Minoo Desai Marg,

                        Colaba, Mumbai - 400005.
                        
                    

                


                
                    Call Us:

                    
                        +918046800919
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                        Disclaimer: The project development and marketing is managed by Shapoorji Pallonji Development
                        Managers Pvt. Ltd. (RERA Karnataka Registration Number PRM/KA/RERA/1251/310/PR/180122/004645) in
                        collaboration with the promoter, Relationship Properties Pvt. Ltd. This material does not
                        constitute an offer and/or contract of any type. Any prospective sale shall be governed by the
                        terms and Agreement for Sale to be entered into between the parties. Before making a decision to
                        purchase, customers are requested to independently, either directly or through customers’
                        legal/financial advisors, thoroughly verify all details/documents pertaining to the project.
                        Images are digitally enhanced, unless otherwise mentioned. No photos have been shot at site
                        unless mentioned otherwise. Products, features, equipment, furniture, furnishings, light
                        fittings etc. shown in the render are illustrations for reference only and are not part of the
                        flat to be sold to the customers. The colors, shades of walls, tiles etc. shown in the images
                        are for the purpose of representation only and may vary upon actual construction. Appearance of
                        landscape will depend on seasonal changes and weather conditions. Travel distances are
                        estimates. Upcoming infrastructure developments are subject to approval and development by the
                        government and other relevant authorities. The representation of plants/trees/plantation/flowers
                        in the image are shown as fully grown in healthy conditions. The growing time of the plantation
                        may vary depending upon the type and species. Please note that the project is being developed in
                        phases and hence a few of the common amenities and facilities shown, will be completed along
                        with the completion of all phases in the project, subject to approval from the relevant
                        authorities. This project is a part of the proposed larger development, and the entire
                        development will be carried out in a phased manner by the promoter. The promoter is not the
                        manufacturer/supplier of the security & home automation products and electric vehicle charging
                        systems mentioned herein and makes no representation in relation to the same. These products are
                        subject to standard warranties as may be provided by the applicable manufacturer/supplier. *The
                        starting price mentioned is for a 2.5 BHK Series 3 on the 3rd floor and 3 BHK – Series 2 on the
                        3rd floor of Cedar Tower (T8) and is based on the Construction Linked Payment plan. Other
                        charges like clubhouse development, advance building maintenance charges, corpus fund building
                        maintenance, campus maintenance corpus fund, clubhouse corpus fund towards association,
                        reimbursement of legal expenses incurred and Government levies/taxes are extra. #This is a flexi
                        pay and construction linked Bank Subvention Scheme offered by Yes Bank having Pre-EMI holiday
                        till 30th September 2026. This scheme is for select units in Cedar Tower (T8) for a limited
                        period and is subject to eligibility. The customer contribution of 20% in addition to the
                        initial contribution of 5% will be payable based on payment schedule/plan. Please contact the
                        sales office to know more. Calls may be recorded and used for record-keeping, quality assurance
                        and training purposes. Other Terms & Conditions apply. The projects herein are financed by and
                        mortgaged to HDFC Ltd. The requisite NOC from HDFC Ltd., for sale of flats, shall be provided.
                    

                    Privacy Policy: We collect information from you when you register on our site or fill out a form.
                        When filling out a form on our site, for any of the above-mentioned reasons, you may be asked to
                        enter your: name, e-mail address and phone number. You may, however, visit our site anonymously.
                        Any of the information we collect from you is to personalize your experience, to improve our
                        website and to improve customer service. Any data collected will not be shared with any
                        3rd party. 
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                            Shapoorji Pallonji Group 
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                    Please enter your details to know more about Shapoorji Pallonji Cedar
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                    Please enter your details to take Virtual Tour
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